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What is the Community−Linux Training Centre
   
In 1997, the concept of a mobile computer information and com−
munications technology (ICT) training centre was developed by
members of the Free Range Network. What they wanted was a
platform for teaching computer skills that was wholly portable.

What makes this project unique is that it does not require an
Internet connection to provide Internet services. For this reason it
is wholly mobile. All it needs a mains power supply (although bat−
tery power is possible). This means that it is able to ’roam’ far
beyond to the normal territory of computer projects. Not just
community halls, but also festivals, protest sites and remote rural
areas without reliable telecommunications.

For those learning how to use computers for office−based tasks
there are few obstacles − you just use the computer. But when
learning network−based tasks there are a number of barriers. For
example, the cost of being online, or the problem of finding peo−
ple to network with. The CLTC system solves these problems by
letting people learn together on a closed, local network.

Unlike many other schemes or courses on ICT, the emphasis
within the CLTC’s design was meeting the needs of
community/campaign groups and activists. This created problem
when trying to obtain funding for the system. In mid−2002 funding
was secured to develop the project, and it was put together and
tested in July 2002. The CLTC system is now working around the
UK, teaching ICT to community groups, in co−operation with vol−
unteers from the Free Range Network and the electrohippie
collective.

In addition to the ’community’ and ’mobility’ aspects of the project,
the other key part of the project is promoting the Linux operating
system. Linux is an alternative operating system for PC comput−
ers. Unlike Microsoft’s Windows system, Linux and Linux
applications have been developed as ’open source’. This means
that Linux systems and software can be obtained at low cost on
CD, and free via the Internet.

Linux is essential to this project for two reasons. Firstly, it’s only
because of Linux’s low costs − both in terms of software, and be−
cause it runs on older equipment − that this project has been able
to be developed. Secondly, Linux is a networked operating sys−
tem. Linux actually runs the majority of Internet server machines.
We are therefore able to use Linux on a local network to simulate
the major online services using the same applications that are
actually used on Internet servers.

The primary use of this system will be to teach computer and
networking skills to civil society groups. But it is also a valuable
demonstration platform for the GNU/Linux operating system
within the context of civil society.

System Portability

The design concept of the CLTC system required that
the whole system could be carried by one person in a
large rucksack. But to lessen the load the system has
recently been transferred into a heavy−duty wheeled
tool chest − dimensions 60cm x 36cm x 50cm
(external length, width and height).

The total weight of the whole system − laptops,
networks, printer and support hardware − is around 35
kilos. This makes it easy to carry off and on public
transport. The new wheeled chest also makes it easy
to walk longer distances with the system.

The whole CLTC system fits in a tool chest...

the cabling/power supplies are held in the top,

and the laptops/ network hardware in the base.



What the CLTC provides

The CLTC uses five laptop computers.
One is configured as a server, like
those that power the Internet. The
server provides:

− Local network control;

− A web server;

− A Networked File System;

− A File Transfer Protocol server;

− An email transport system;

− An Internet chat (IRC) server;

− An Internet newsgroup server;

− A telnet/remote login system;

− A networked printing system.

The other four laptops are ’clients’,
configured the same as any other or−
dinary home computer. Each of the
four client computers are able to use
network services in precisely the
same manner, and requiring precisely
the same sort of configuration, as if
the client were connected the Internet.

The problem in describing what can
be taught with the CLTC system is
making a concise list. In many ways
the CLTC system is an ICT training
solution in search of people’s training
needs.

As a rough guide, the CLTC system is
capable of giving practical experience

and tuition of:

− Basic computer use − turning on,
and using the graphical interface;

− Office−based tasks, such as word
processing, spreadsheets and
databases;

− Computer−based graphic design;

− Using email and the Internet for
communications and research;

− Computer and information secu−
rity, including protecting data, se−
cure communications, backing−up
data and maintaining computers;

− Basic computer programming, es−
pecially the use of scripting lan−
guages to simplify and enhance
people’s use of computers;

− Developing and maintaining web
sites to assist communications
and campaigns;

− Setting up and using computer
networks to assist the work of a
small office;

− Practising online networking and
campaigning using various Inter−
net services;

− More complex server configuration
and maintenance for those want−
ing to provide community−based
Internet services;

− Installation and use of Linux sys−
tems and networks;

− Linux advocacy.

In fact, the only software deficiency
with the Linux operating system are
applications that utilise proprietary
standards, such as digital video. This
is due to legal restrictions.

For your information, all the materials
developed for the CLTC system’s
work at Tech 2 (with the exception of
the digital photography) have been
created entirely on Linux systems.

Options for using the CLTC
system at Tech 2

Any computing or media project that
can be developed on a Linux system −
with the exception of audio and video
editing, which are not supported on
the CLTC at the moment − can be
carried out. There will be no set for−
mula for the use of the CLTC system
at Tech 2. If people have an idea, we
can try and accommodate it using
one or all the laptops on the system.

There are three general themes we
will be working on:

− Teaching general computing and
networking skills;

− Developing web sites and other
online services; and

− Working on ideas to develop local
networks and educational plat−
forms similar to CLTC.

Each client has text and graphics ed−
iting facilities, as well as office−related
software, and a number of program−
ming and scripting languages. Each
client also has it’s own corresponding
FTP account (for uploading) and web
site configured on the CLTC server,
configured to use server−side in−
cludes, Perl/CGI scripting and PHP.

For those who wish to learn more
about using network services in gen−
eral, the system is able to simulate
email, email lists, Usenet newsgroups
and IRC chat rooms. It’s also possible
to teach more advanced topics such
as Linux installation, configuration and
security.

If you would like to discuss options for
using the CLTC system at Tech 2
email:

mobbsey@gn.apc.org

For more information, see the CLTC
web site:

http://www.fraw.org.uk/cltc/

Costs of the CLTC System

In developing the CLTC system attempts were made to minimise costs − to the lowest
possible level. It was only in this way that the project would be able to get going.
Everything used within the pilot system has been obtained as ’2nd user’ equipment.
Others may wish to buy new equipment if they replicate this model. But to us that was
not an option. Not only for cost reasons, but because of the aims of the project. We
were investigating the limits of the CLTC design (proof of application) − not it’s
viability (proof of concept).

The fact that Linux usually works better on older equipment (because hardware
drivers are not immediately available for brand new systems − especially laptops)
means that the project could be implemented more simply. But more than that, we
were aiming to produce a working example of ’low spec.’ community computing − to
show that the older equipment many community groups inherit can be put to good use
at very low cost.

By using Linux and second−user equipment this project has been launched at a very
low cost: The five laptop computers cost £348 each, and five PCMCIA network cards
cost £70 each. The cost of the network and software were £260. The total cost of the
whole CLTC system was £2,350. The time of the Linux techies who developed the
system was given for free). If you had to buy the skills to set−up the system that
would cost an additional £1,000 to £1,500.

Had this system been developed with proprietary software, on a Windows−based
system, the costs would have been far higher. It is not just that ’closed’ software costs
more − ’multiple user license’ applications would have had to be bought as the
programs are networked to multiple client systems. The technical specification of the
computers that are required to run the closed software must also be higher. This
significantly increases the costs of the laptops. Depending on the computers used,
and the cost of multiple user licenses, the cost of an equivalent ’closed’ software
system would be at least £12,000.


